
IMPORTANT NEW TITLES FROM CAMBRIDGE
Psychopathology
The Evolving Science of Mental Disorder
Steven Matthysse, Frandne Benes,
Deborah Levy, and Jerome Kagan, Editors
From psychopathologys beginnings at a descriptive level—
cataloging signs and symptoms—it has become a vigorous,
mature, experimental Held, making strides in both biological
and psychological understanding. In this important volume,
scholars review new data and provide recommendations for
future research. This book covers neuroanatomical, develop-
mental, cognitive and genetic research and theory as they
relate to schizophrenia and other psychoses.
1996 647 pp. 44469-1 Hardback $69.95

Mental Health Service Evaluation
Helle Charlotte Knudsen and
Graham Thornicroft, Editors
With the emerging international consensus towards community
care of the mentally ill, there comes a growing need for mean-
ingful evaluation of services. Redressing the current lack of
guidance in this area, this book describes how to do mental
health service research. It provides a comprehensive review of
the most recent developments in research design, method and
measurement.
Studltt in Social and Community Psychiatry
1996 399 pp. 46088-3 Hardback $79.95

The Prevention off
Mental Illness in Primary Care
Tony Kendrick, Andre Tylee, and
Paul Freeling, Editors
Identification of those at risk of mental illness and early diagnosis
and management of symptoms is becoming increasingly impor-
tant to the resource-limited primary health care team. This
volume adeptly addresses these issues, providing practical
expert advice on all levels of prevention.
1996 371 pp. 47057-9 Hardback $140.00

57648-2 Paperback $49.95

Essential Psychopharmacology
Neuroscientific Basis and Practical Applications
Stephen M. Stahl
Covering both the neurobiology of drug action and the range
of psychiatric disorders and their treatments, this book will be
an essential text for students, scientists, psychiatrists, and other
mental health professionals. Featuring hundreds of full-color
illustrations, it provides an easily readable introduction to
psychopharmacology.
1996 c.400pp. 56011-X Hardback $120.00

42620-0 Paperback $49.95
55438-1 Slides $275.00
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Psychotherapy, Psychological
Treatments and the Addictions
Griffith Edwards and
Christopher Dare, Editors
This timely review of psychological treatments in the
addictions field provides a rare combination of expertise from
addiction specialists as well as those who use psychothcrapcutic
approaches to solve a wide range of personal problems.
1996 284 pp. 55357-1 Hardback $95.00

55675-9 Paperback $34.95

Social Factors in the
Personality Disorders
A Biopsychosocial Approach to Etiology and Treatment
Joel Paris
This book interprets the personality disorders in terms of a
broad biopsychosocial model, and explains how personality traits
develop into personality disorders. Strongly oriented towards
recent empirical findings, the book argues that although bio-
logical, psychological and social factors are all necessary, none
of them is by itself sufficient to produce personality disorder.
Studies in Social and Community Psychiatry
1996 254 pp. 47224-5 Hardback $54.95

Melancholia: A Disorder off
Movement and Mood
A Phenomenologica! and Neurobiological Review
Gordon Parker and
Dusan HadzhPavlovic, Editors
This book describes the development of a behavioral approach
to the diagnosis of depression, the CORE system, and demon-
strates its superiority to previous symptom-based diagnostic sys-
tems. The authors suggest that the psychomotor signs elicited
may indicate the likely pathogenesis of melancholic depression.
1996 350 pp. 47275-X Hardback $69.95

Challenging Behavior
Analysis and Intervention in People with
Learning Disabilities
Eric Emerson
From aggression and self-injury to bizarre mannerisms, the
combination of intellectual and behavioral disabilities can
easily jeopardize the health, safety and welfare of the affected
and their caregivcrs. This book provides a concise overview
of behavioral approaches to challenging behavior.
1995 243 pp. 40485-1 Hardback $95.00

40665-X Paperback $34.95

Language in Cognitive Development
The Emergence of the Mediated Mind
Katherine Nelson
This book addresses issues in cognitive development in early
childhood, stressing the central role that development of
language plays in taking a child to new levels of cognitive
operations in memory, forming concepts and categories,
using concepts of time, processing narratives, and under-
standing other people's intentions.
1996 c.416pp. 55123-4 Hardback $44.95
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